
June 27, 2024 
Addendum No. 01 
File Reference Number:  RFP 2024 027 
Title:  Purchase of Three (3) HC 40’ Seacans and Two (2) 20’ Seacans 
RE: Clarifications/Questions 

Please refer to the following information / clarifications: 

Item 1:  Please confirm if twelve (12) breakers will be utilized. Also, how many circuits will be 
dedicated and how many will be general purpose outlets? 

Answer: Please see below the breakdown for power – 

1) Lights Interior
2) Lights Exterior
3) Receptacles Exterior
4) Receptacles Interior
5) Fuel Tank Pump
6) Gas Tank Pump
7) Future Heater
8 - 12) Future

Item 2: Walls and Roof - What will be the finishing on the walls and roof? 

Answer: The interior walls and ceiling will be spray foamed.  The electrical panel location will 
have a plywood to mount the panel. 

Item 3: What will be the general purpose of the containers? 

Answer: The container will be used for storage. 

Item 4: Please confirm the location of the garage doors? Where will they be located? Is there a 
drawing depicting the location of the vents, man doors and garage doors? 

Answer: For all locations, if you are facing the end doors, the overheard door(s) will be on the 
right side. 
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Item 5: Please confirm if ONTC needs new or used containers. 
 
Answer: As per the details mentioned in the RFP, ONTC needs used containers. 
 
 
Item 6: For delivery is there a crane on site to off load? Or, would ONTC need them unloaded to 
ground level? 
 
Answer: There is no crane on site to offload.  We recommend a flatbed and can unload on its 
own or vendor will need to make arrangements to have some to unload the container. 
 
 
 
 
This Addendum hereby forms part of the RFP. 
 
 
All other terms and conditions of the RFP remain the same and are unchanged. 

 
 
 
Regards, 
 
Brinda Ranpura 
Procurement Contracts Specialist 
Brinda.ranpura@ontarionorthland.ca 
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